
Greek Artisans Mercy
The mercy of greek gods goddesses and the special kind of their art.
As their artisans created a version of their human representation. 
For this kind of Art is to keep their legacy and their heritage alive.
As to accept their mercy is to collect their statues or choose one special.

Zeus is the highest god in greek history, and he seldom
Chooses a new devotee. As he cares for his devotees
Someetimes a long thin line from far away. From the 
Olympos. Other times he intervenes with his lightning

As he cares for his devotees, he as a simple representant
Choose the Odyssee as a poetic and cultural addition
To the greek art. as Artisans not only scuplture
But use all fashions to reach a respected place.

Hera as the wife and consort of the highest greek god known
As Hera represents the life of a devoted adept, as abjecting all
Kinds of favors to win the heart of mercy. No fame
 No power, No riches.

She cares for her devotees in a silent way, and is the opposite
Of all societal carreers. As to have a statue of her is to accept
Her as a kind of mercy. To gain the devotion needed for
Reaching the life end in a good fashion

Hermes the greek messenger, as he grants his insights without
An intermediary as he speaks in the heart of people.

Sometimes he gifts with dreams at night prediciting
World history of the future.

As he gives messages the method to grant a kind of wisdom
Not about philospohy but about daily life, struggles
And the society. As a statue gifts from the mercy he grants.



Hephaestos, keep his statue in home when to choose a new
Science or a tool to improve life.

As he is the scientist of greek mythology. As on Olympos 
All the sciences were avaiable, and in primitive cultures
This statue was a neutral kind of giving all sciences a 
Respected place. 

Keep this statue for scientific breakthroughs.
As Hephaestos is greek scientist, even gave greek gods
Their special tools. Like the lightning of Zeus,
And the wings of Hermes at his head and feet.

Asclepius, is the doctor or the healing man of the greeks
As he carries the snakes as they give knowledge of special 
Medicines, and to have like the symbol
Of the medical officers on the street,
As well the names of hospitals.

As his mercy, his statue grants a reliving of all medical
Arts and sciences. As to say if one does not become doctor
The society will have its mercy in total.

As his snakes come from below, a large maze filled with them
As to heal or get healing improvements give the snake
Their kind of mercy, as to effective invent tools.

Themis, is the goddess of justice, 
As her ordeal is valid in all times.

As not justice saying this or that crime
But the cause of it, she convinces by
Giving conscience its call.

As one says i feel guilty and want to be investigated.
As Themis is the goddess granting
Those pure of heart the safety according
To normal law.

As she sometimes gives laws a new kind of explanation



Hestia is the goddess of the homes.

As wifes keep healthy by cleaning,
Making good healthy dishes
And the fireplace keeps warm

Hestia blesses both man and female with her mercy
As one says it feels safe or harmonious here,
And they tell, we always keep talking even when 
Horror or war strikes a country.

The statue of Hestia keeps a healthy home
As her mercy is both protection, and caring support

Demeter is the goddess of grain, and food,
As her culture is peaceloving,
Not any animal has to die, and her food is
Not of kings and glory.

As most people keep healthy at agriculture
As she gives the harvest, farming a good kind
Of both number, quality and quantity.
She says you will harvest each year.
As not being a farmer she gives the harvest
In a local store, at local prices.
So keep her statue in home safe .

Artemis, called the goddess of hunting and chastity.
As she tells when grain is for farmers, and we like
More tasty food, give us meat.

As she brings the prey to our doors,
And she gives her food as a blessing.
As a statesman tells, i ate at a small house and
Meat there was more delicious than at my fireplace.

Artemis is a goddess also of chastity, because not all
People want to kill food. So she has more than one 
function. As one tells. When a goddess grants food,
There can be no sin by receiving this blessing.



As Athene is the goddess both of chastity, wisdom, and
Of protection against evil.

A statue of her, Athene gives and grants the virtues
Both of life, wisdom and the soul.

As when one has only one choice, then choose Athene.
As she conquers evil, represented by her shield.

As she has an owl on her shoulder, the owl is the
Messenger of wisdom and insights in life.
Keep her statue in your home. As Prime choice.
As Zeus grants his mercy not in all cases.


